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Master Your
Chess with
Judit Polgar A. Toth, J.
Polgar
Cena brutto

189,00 zł

Cena netto

180,00 zł

Czas wysyłki

Natychmiast

Numer katalogowy

9789493257337

Kod producenta

9789493257337

Kod EAN

9789493257337

Producent

Wydawnictwo New

Opis produktu
Książka w języku angielskim. Wydanie w twardej oprawie.
The story of the Polgar sisters is extraordinary. The idea that Laszlo Polgar, a mediocre chess player, could decide to turn his
children into chess geniuses, and then succeed beyond his wildest dreams, is incredible.
It suggests that, with the right training, anything’s possible.
In this book, Judit Polgar - the strongest of the three sisters and a former world top-10 player – reveals some of the secrets of
her success. Together with the prize-winning coach, International Master Andras Toth, she has created a course based on the
training she received as a young player. It is like having a private lesson from one of the best players in the world.
You will learn how to punish the three most common opening mistakes. And how to spot hidden tactical opportunities and how
to force your opponent to play weakening moves. You will understand how to master one of the most difficult skills in chess:
seizing the initiative. And you will find the tools to turn yourself into a lean, mean, attacking machine.
Master Your Chess with Judit Polgar covers all aspects of the game: from the opening to the endgame. The manual is
accessible both for ambitious beginners wanting to build their chess development on a strong foundation and for intermediate
players who have hit a plateau and need new insights to leap forward.
Nobody said mastering chess was easy! But with Grandmaster Judit Polgar and International master Toth behind you, you will
learn to Master Your Chess and attack like the chess legend herself.
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